We systematically assess the current clinical evidence of Gualouxiebaibanxia (GLXBBX) decoction for the treatment of angina pectoris (AP). We included RCTs testing GLXBBX against conventional drugs and GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs versus conventional drugs. 19 RCTs involving 1730 patients were finally identified, and the methodological quality was evaluated as generally low. The results of the meta-analysis showed that GLXBBX alone had significant effect on improving angina symptoms (RR: 1.24, 95% CI 1.14 to 1.35; < 0.00001), ECG (RR: 1.28 [1.13, 1.44]; < 0.0001), and HDL-C (MD: 0.56 [0.54, 0.58]; < 0.00001) compared with anti-arrhythmic drugs. A significant improvement in angina symptoms (RR: 1.17 [1.12, 1.22]; < 0.00001) and ECG (RR = 1.22; 95% CI = [1.14, 1.30]; < 0.00001) was observed for GLXBBX plus conventional drugs when compared with conventional drugs. Eight trials reported adverse events without serious adverse effects. GLXBBX appears to have beneficial effects on improvement of ECG and reduction of angina symptoms in participants with AP. However, the evidence remains weak due to the poor methodological quality of the included studies. More rigorous trials are needed to confirm the results.
Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1] [2] [3] . CAD was the most common cause of death globally in 2013, resulting in 8.14 million deaths (16.8%) up from 5.74 million deaths (12%) in 1990 [4] . Coronary heart disease burden is projected to rise from around 47 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) globally in 1990 to 82 million DALYs in 2020 [5] . Nearly 58% of patients with coronary artery disease were suffering from chronic stable angina [6] . In every one million people in the general population of most European countries, it is estimated that 20,000 to 40,000 individuals suffer from angina pectoris (AP) [7, 8] .
Angina significantly limits the ordinary activities of most of these patients and worsens their quality of life (QOL), in terms of not only physical activity/pain but also mental health [9, 10] . Current treatment strategies aim to reduce the risk of mortality and morbid events, reduce symptoms, and improve QOL [3, 11] . Despite multiple treatment options including pharmacotherapy (as organic nitrates, -blockers, and calcium channel antagonists), revascularization, lifestyle changes, and aggressive management of modifiable coronary artery disease risk factors [11, 12] , a high proportion of patients with stable angina remains symptomatic and widely used antianginal therapies have side effects, including headache, postural hypotension, and dizziness, and the continuous uptake of nitrates may lead to drug tolerance [13, 14] . Perhaps, there has been a growing interest in alternative therapies for AP.
Gualouxiebaibanxia (GLXBBX) decoction, which originated in the Eastern Han Dynasty , is a traditional Chinese medicinal herbal containing four commonly used herbs (Trichosanthes kirilowii Maxim., Allium macrostemon, and white spirit). It has long been used to treat chest pain in clinical practice in China. Its mechanism of action could be related to promoting Qi to activate blood and removing blood stasis, activating Yang, and eliminating phlegm based
Eligibility Criteria.
Studies that met the following criteria were included: (1) GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs versus conventional drugs; (2) GLXBBX versus conventional drugs; and (3) duration of treatment being at least 2 weeks. The participants who were suffering from and had been diagnosed with AP should be included regardless of the severity. The primary outcome measures in RCTs were mortality due to ischemic heart disease or incidence of heart events; the secondary outcome measure was reduction of angina symptoms (RAS) and ECG improvements. Other outcomes like frequency of angina attack (FAA), blood lipid, follow-up, and adverse events were also measured. Duplicated publications reporting the same groups of participants were excluded. The clinical standards of AP are by "the International Society and Federation of Cardiology/World Health Organization (ISFC/WHO) [38] " or "ACC/AHA 2002 guideline update for the management of patients with chronic stable angina task force on practice guidelines (2002 ACCF/AHA) [39] ." Effective symptomatic improvements should achieve at least 50% (basic) or 80% (significant) reduction of angina symptoms (RAS) [38] . Effective ECG improvements should achieve at least 0.05 mV lowering at ST segment in ECG (basic) or nearly normal (significant) ECG during an exercise test [38] .
Study Selection and Data Collection Process.
Two reviewers (Wei Liu and Xingjiang Xiong) independently screened the titles, abstracts, and key words of each searched article according to the eligibility criteria. One author (Xiaochen Yang) extracted data from the included RCTs and then put them into Microsoft Excel. Another 2 authors (Wei Liu and Fuyong Chu) examined the accuracy of extracted data. The data extraction form comprised the authors, title, publication year, sample size, age, sex distribution, diagnosis standard, study design, interventions in the treatment and control groups, composition of GLXBBX or modified GLXBBX, trial duration, outcome measures, and adverse effects. If there were discrepancies in the process of selection, whether to include or exclude a study was resolved by a third author (Hongxu Liu).
Quality Assessment.
The methodological quality of trials was assessed independently by two authors (Xiaochen Yang and Xingjiang Xiong) using criteria from the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Review of Interventions [40] . The qualities of included RCTs were assessed by six specific domains, including random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome data, incomplete outcome data, and selective reporting. We judged each item from three levels ("yes" for a low risk of bias, "no" for a high risk of bias, and "unclear" otherwise). Then the methodological quality of the trials was ranked into three levels: low risk of bias (all items with low risk of bias), high risk of bias (at least one item with high risk of bias), or unclear risk of bias (at least one item with an unclear domain).
Statistical Analysis.
Meta-analyses of RCTs were performed by using RevMan 5.1 software (The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen, 2011). Dichotomous data were expressed as relative risk (RR) or continuous outcomes as weighted mean difference (WMD), both with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Subgroups analysis was conducted among different types of comparisons (including GLXBBX versus conventional drugs and GLXBBX plus conventional drugs versus conventional drugs). Heterogeneity between trials was recognized as significant when 2 > 50% or < 0.1. The fixed effects model was used to analyze data with low heterogeneity (heterogeneity test, > 0.10), whereas the random effects model was applied if heterogeneity was significant (heterogeneity test, < 0.10). Publication bias was assessed by funnel plot analysis if the group included more than 10 trials [40] .
Results

Study
Identification. An initial screening yielded 418 potentially relevant citations in accordance with the search strategy. A total of 176 articles were screened after 242 duplicates of the same articles included in different databases were removed. According to the inclusion criteria, 145 articles were excluded on the basis of the titles and abstracts. These studies were primarily excluded because they were not RCTs. 
for extraction (n = 1) formula (n = 4); no data no control group (n = 3);
the inclusion criteria (n = 8); (n = 37) A total of 37 full-text articles were retrieved for further assessment, of which 18 were excluded for the following reasons: participants not meeting the inclusion criteria ( = 8); duplication ( = 2); no control group ( = 3); intervention including another Chinese herbal formula ( = 4); and no data for extraction ( = 1). In the end, 19 RCTs were included, and all trials had been conducted and published in China. A flow chart depicted the search process and study selection (as shown in Figure 1 ). [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , which involved a total number of 1730 patients with angina pectoris, ranging from 60 to 210, were published between 2001 and 2015. The age of the angina pectoris patients ranged from 35 to 90 years. The duration of treatment varied from 2 weeks to 8 weeks. The dosage of GLXBBX was one dose twice a day. Three diagnostic criteria of AP were specified: six trials [19, 25, 27, 29, 32, 37] used the Guidelines of Clinical Research of New Drugs of Traditional Chinese Medicine (GCRNDTCM); ten trials [20-22, 24, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] compared the combination of GLXBBX and conventional drugs with conventional drugs. Reductions in angina symptoms and improvement in ECG were the most commonly measured outcomes in the included studies. The other outcomes included changes of blood lipid and frequency of angina attack. Eight trials reported adverse events [19, 24, 25, 27, 33, [35] [36] [37] . The descriptive information of the included trials and subjects in this review was summarized in Table 1 and GLXBBX's dosages and compositions are listed in Table 2 .
Study Characteristics. The 19 RCTs
3.3. Study Quality. Among trials, only 9 studies [21, 24, 26, 32, 33, [35] [36] [37] stated the method of the sequence generation with random number table and drawing [20] , while none of the 19 studies reported details for sample size calculations and none was double-blind, placebo controlled study. Additionally, none mentioned allocation concealment or blinding methods. None reported information on follow-up and two trials [33, 35] had reported dropout without explaining their reasons. Among all RCTs, the characteristics of participants in each study arm were similar at baseline (age, race, sex, and disease course). Selective reporting could not be evaluated as no preregistered protocols could be obtained from the primary authors. The details of the risk of bias of each trial are presented in Figures 2 and 3 .
Effects of the Interventions.
There was no report of mortality as the primary outcome measures (e.g., AMI, severity arrhythmia, heart failure, and revascularization). We analyzed the outcomes, RAS (19 trials), ECG (13 trials), and blood lipid (HDL-C, LDL-C) level (4 trials), and used subgroup analysis with consideration of clinical heterogeneity across the studies. 19 studies were divided into two groups: one evaluated the effects of GLXBBX versus conventional drugs; the other compared GLXBBX plus conventional drugs versus conventional drugs alone.
Reduction of Angina Symptoms (RAS).
All the 19 trials [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] reported the RAS for AP. Six trials [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] compared GLXBBX with conventional drugs. Homogeneity in the results is shown ( 2 = 1.39, df = 5 ( = 0.93), 2 = 0%). Thus, we did a quantitative data synthesis (meta-analysis) by fixed effects model. The meta-analysis showed that there is significant beneficial effect on the GLXBBX group compared to conventional drugs using alone (RR: 1.24, 95% CI 1.14 to 1.35; < 0.00001) (Figure 4 ). The improvement of RAS was reported in 13 RCTs [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] involving 1237 participants and results favored GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs (RR: 1.17 [1.12, 1.22]; < 0.00001) without significant heterogeneity ( 2 = 7.03, df = 12, 2 = 0%) ( Figure 5 ).
ECG Improvement.
13 RCTs evaluated the effect of ECG improvement [19, 21-28, 32-34, 36] . ECG was significantly improved in the GLXBBX group when compared with conventional drugs (RR: 1.28 [1.13, 1.44]; < 0.0001, Figure 6 ), with no significant heterogeneity ( 2 = 1.98, = 0.74; 2 = 0%). After analyzing 8 RCTs [25-28, 32-34, 36] involving 868 participants, the result also indicated favoring GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs group (RR = 1.22; 95% CI = [1.14, 1.30]; < 0.00001) in the improvement of ECG and with significant homogeneity ( 2 = 4.09; 2 = 0%). The effect estimates were shown in Figure 7 . 
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Test for overall effect: Z = 6.66 (P < 0.00001) P = 0.86); I 2 = 0% Heterogeneity: 2 = 7.03, df = 12 ( 
Other Outcomes (Frequency of Angina Attack and Blood Lipid).
Compared with conventional medicine, one trial [27] indicated that frequency of angina attack decreased significantly ( < 0.05) in GLXBBX plus conventional drugs group. Two trials [23, 24] reported the improvement of HDL-C of 210 patients after 4 weeks of treatment with GLXBBX alone. The statistical data show that GLXBBX was better than conventional drugs alone (MD: 0.56 [0.54, 0.58]) with significant homogeneity ( 2 = 1.05; 2 = 5%). The effect estimates were shown in Figure 8 .
Compared with conventional drugs, 2 RCTs [23, 24] reported the decline levels of LDL-C after treatment favored GLXBBX. LDL-C was significantly decreased in GLXBBX but with significant heterogeneity ( = 0.001, 2 = 91%). Thus, we did not adopt a meta-analysis. Zhang and Li [23] indicated that duration of angina attack which decreased from 3.52 ± 1.31 mmol/L to 1.53 ± 0.75 mmol/L after treatment favored GLXBBX. One trial [24] showed that after treatment the level of LDL-C decreased significantly ( < 0.05) in GLXBBX group compared to conventional drugs.
Compared with conventional medicine, two individual trials [29, 35] reporting LDL-C after treatment favored GLXBBX plus conventional medicine. No homogeneity in the results is shown ( < 0.00001, 2 = 96%). Thus, we did not 
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Test for overall effect: Z = 5.69 (P < 0.00001) Heterogeneity: 2 = 4.09, df = 7 (P = 0.77); I 2 = 0% adopt a meta-analysis. Fang [29] indicated that LDL-C which decreased from 3.74 ± 0.85 mmol/L to 1.92 ± 0.67 mmol/L after treatment favored GLXBBX plus conventional medicine.
Another trial [35] also indicated after treatment favored GLXBBX plus conventional medicine: LDL-C decreased from 4.65 ± 1.24 mmol/L to 2.56 ± 0.72 mmol/L. (Table 7) , and ECG improvement was 80.00% versus 63.33% (therapeutic gain = 16.67% with an NNT = 6.00) ( Table 8 ).
Adverse Effect.
A total of 8 trials [19, 24, 25, 27, 33, [35] [36] [37] mentioned the occurrence of adverse effects. The four studies [19, 25, 36, 37] reported that 4 patients with nausea (4/145, 2.76%) were identified in the GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs group, whereas 8 patients with gastrointestinal reaction (8/175, 4.57%) and 12 patients with headache (12/115, 10.43%) were observed in the conventional drugs group. And the remaining 4 trials [24, 27, 33, 35] reported that no adverse effects occurred. No severe adverse events were reported.
Publication Bias.
The forest plot of comparison of GLXBBX combined with conventional drugs and conventional drugs for the outcome of RAS was shown in Figure 9 .
Discussion
Summary of Evidences.
Angina pectoris (AP) is a highly prevalent condition in persons with known coronary artery disease (CAD), and the burden of cardiovascular (CV) disease (CVD) remains high, with more than 2200 Americans dying of CVD every day [41, 42] . The aim of management is to abolish or minimise symptoms and to improve quality of life and long-term morbidity and mortality [43] . Most patients improved ECG and symptoms by conventional treatment of western medicine. However, the current status of treatment is unsatisfactory [44] . Therefore, it is very important to seek for more safe and effective prevention and treatment. Recently, with the growing and sustained interest in the benefits of traditional Chinese herbs and integrative medicine, GLXBBX is widely used to treat AP in clinical practice for a long time in China. Meanwhile, there have been a large number of fundamental research and clinical trials of GLXBBX on AP and RCTs; however, no high level of evidence such as systematic review or meta-analysis was provided for further recommendation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first SR of GLXBBX D in English.
Nineteen claimed RCTs, with a total of 1730 patients with AP, met the inclusion criteria and were included in this review. The results suggested that RAS and ECG were significantly improved in patients receiving GLXBBX plus conventional drugs therapy or GLXBBX alone. The combination therapy of GLXBBX and conventional drugs could also reduce the frequency of angina attack. In recent years, there are many studies proving the role of lipid profile fractions for the development of coronary artery disease (CAD) [45, 46] . Previous studies demonstrated that endothelial dysfunction and increased oxidative stress are associated with the dysfunction and dysregulation of individual lipids [47] [48] [49] [50] . Some clinical trials and basic researches showed the arterial stiffness correlated positively with specific lipid and oxidative stress and the triacylglycerol (TAG), verylow-density lipoprotein (VLDL), and total cholesterol/highdensity lipoprotein (TC/HDL) were significantly affecting the severity of myocardial damage in the patients of UAP [51, 52] . Therefore, lowering blood lipid level is one of the important measures to protect the CVD. In this review, GLXBBX can effectively decrease blood LDL-C combined with conventional drugs. Moreover, GLXBBX was found to be effective in terms of improving blood HDL-C level which benefits patients with CVD and decreases blood LDL-C level, when compared with conventional drugs. This result is encouraging which indicates new optional treatment for AP, but the methodological quality of the trials was evaluated generally as low, and the conclusion needs to be confirmed by further study.
Limitations.
Firstly, the following problems reported contribute to the limited methodological quality of most included trials. Although all studies claimed randomization, only 9 studies [21, 24, 26, 32, 33, [35] [36] [37] stated the method of the sequence generation with random number table and drawing [20] , and the other 10 trials just mentioned "randomly allocating" with no detailed information. In addition, all the trials did not describe allocation concealment in detail and blinding of participants and personnel and blinding of outcome assessment were unclear, which lead to inability to judge whether the study was conducted properly. No multicenter, large-scale RCTs were identified and none of trials had a pretrial estimation of sample size, which indicated the lack of statistical power to ensure appropriate estimation of the therapeutic effect. No trial reported information on follow-up; AP can typically recur across the life span and so long-term follow-up is required for accurate analysis. Only two trials [33, 35] had reported dropout with the detailed reasons, which might have led to attrition bias and other biases.
Secondly, heterogeneity is another critical issue that should be considered. The 4 independent trials [23, 24, 29, 35] using GLXBBX alone or combined with conventional drugs compared with conventional drugs did show significant heterogeneity in the results of blood LDL-C level. The significant clinical heterogeneity reflected in variations in methodological quality, participants, interventions, and conventional drugs might weaken the reliability of the data [53] . Four trials specified 3 diagnostic criteria with different types of angina (SAP, UAP) and the durations of treatment were various (ranged from 3 to 8 weeks). In addition, the methodological quality of the trials [23, 24, 29, 35] included was different; 2 RCTs [24, 35] were scored as having superior quality, which mentioned random sequence generation. As a result, the limited number of included trials and different interventions in the GLXBBX and conventional drugs groups restricted us from conducting meaningful subgroup analyses.
Thirdly, none of the included trials reported severe adverse events possibly related to GLXBBX, and the adverse effects included 4 cases with nausea, 2.76% (4/145), 8 cases with gastrointestinal reaction, 4.57% (8/175), and 12 cases with headache, 10.43% (12/115), and these side effects may be related to the adverse effect of conventional drugs. Safety is a serious concern that should be recorded in detail. Thus, definitive conclusions about the safety of GLXBBX still cannot be drawn since 4 of 19 trials did report information on safety.
Fourthly, Figure 9 was asymmetrical, which indicated that publication bias might influence the results of our analysis. Moreover, while GLXBBX is a widely used therapy for AP in China, positive results were reported in most of the included studies and some negative results could not be reported, so a certain degree of potential selective bias might exist in this conclusion.
Last but not least, apart from the limitations on the mediocre methodological quality of included studies, the inadequate reporting of mortality or the incidence of complications was another important limitation of this systematic review. Moreover, outcome measures of AP including RAS and ECG improvement and the blood lipid level and frequency of angina attack were limited by relatively small sample size. As a result, evaluating the efficacy of GLXBBX on AP requires more strictly designed large-scale randomized clinical trials.
Conclusion
From this systematic review, we find that patients receiving GLXBBX adjunct therapy alone or combined with conventional drugs could significantly improve RAS, ECG, the blood lipid level, and frequency of angina attack in patient with AP. But the previous results should be read with caution owing to the poor methodological quality and some possible biases. Thereby, in order to explore the efficacy and safety of GLXBBX treating AP, well-designed, complete efficacy indicator, larger scaled, and multicenter randomized clinical trials with long-term follow-up are warranted for stronger evidence in the future.
